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The Author: 

Andrea Poßberg was born in the 

Rhineland. She studied geogra-

phy, sociology and politics in Düs-

seldorf. Her first German teacher, 

who was capable of getting excit-

ed by stories such as “Violetta the 

flying girl from Mars”, awakened 

her passion for language. She 

lives in Grevenbroich with her 

husband and their three children. 
 

The Illustrator: 

Corinna Böckmann was born in 

1968 and started working for an 

advertising agency at the age of 

16 until she took off on her own as 

a freelance graphic artist and illus-

trator herself. She has three chil-

dren and lives near Cologne with 

her family and dog.  

Sales points 

 Recommended by the 

WWF Young Panda Chil-

dren’s Programme 

 Suspenseful, entertain-

ing, quick-witted 

 Funny dialogues, lively 

illustrations 

 Fascinating topic: birds 

of prey 

The Green Pirates  

Trapped Birds of Prey 
Hot on the trappers’ trail—the fourth case for the Green Pirates 

Such cruelty to animals! In the forest, the Green Pirates Ben, Flora, Jan-

nik, Lennart and Pauline come across a trapped bird of prey. They take 

it to a nearby bird rescue station, where the injured raptor is looked after. 

The rescue team has found several traps and poisoned baits of late, de-

spite the fact that birds of prey are under wildlife protection. Who is be-

hind the nasty attacks? Mr. Bonneschranz, who breeds carrier pigeons 

and who has already lost some of his birds to the raptors? Or the hunts-

man Ferdinand Wassenberg, who is a close friend of the mayor? And 

why does a mysterious tree-knocker keep creeping through the forest? 

The Green Pirates lie in wait ...  

 

Reviews of the previous three volumes 

“A true environmental crime story to get engrossed in.” - liesLotte 

“… thrilling adventure with learning effect .” - his & her books 

“… a series that combines suspense with the love of nature and animals.” - ekz 

“Bang up-to-date topic and fascinating detective adventure of a teen gang.” - 

Jungenleseliste, Manndat [boys’ reading list] 
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